Name____________________________

Please describe on the back the following:

1) Previous experience with collections,
2) What you think of collections in science teaching,
3) The hardest part of this assignment,
4) How you would modify this assignment in your own teaching.

Fill out this section and leave it with our displayed collection.
List the number of kinds of organisms you have COMPLETELY labeled
(KPCO GS & where found and date)

Animals

Plants

Other (Describe)

Total number of phyla represented

Total number of orders represented

Total Organisms COMPLETELY labeled

List the number of kinds of organisms you have labeled with One or Two labels missing

Animals

Plants

Other (Describe)

Total number of phyla represented

Total number of orders represented

Total Organisms labeled with one or two labels missing

If you have 15-20 organisms completely labeled, and there is diversity in your collection (variety in class and order) you get the full 20 points credit. If you have fewer than 15 labeled correctly, your points will be less than 20.